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premium members can also download a music library, which comes with all of the studio-quality
royalty-free music, samples, and instrument loops. there are over 9 hours of content in this library,
all built from the latest loops released by the producers for your favorite producers for your favorite

producers. you can find any type of production imaginable in this set. it also includes drum and
percussion samples, sound effects, loops, and templates to help you create your perfect track. now
you have a variety of options in druminator as you can either set it up with midi mapping or you can

create your own mappings with the built-in pre-defined drum kits. you can also create your own
samples and also save them to your own preset bank. you can use the controls on the bottom of the

screen to configure midi mapping to your preference. there are over 35 different kits, drums, and
percussion sounds to choose from. the pads let you drag to configure how the drums should sound,
and the axes change the kick and snare volume. you can choose from 23 different drum kits with
over 400 drum sounds for you to choose from. these kits also contain 15 corresponding sounds for

each individual pad, so you can customize the kit to fit whatever you're working on. you can also use
up to 8 different mixers and midi channels. on top of that, you can choose from over 400 presets to

map the pads to drums. for example, you can assign the kick pad to a different volume than the
snare, for more dynamic variation. or, you can map the kick pads to the bottom right channel and

the snare to the top right channel for a more traditional set-up. you can also save your own custom
mapping to the preset bank.
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